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Quiz:  Atomic processes in a nutshell
-- for “intermediates” in atomic and plasma physics 

              

  Indeed, these and many other processes occur in atomic, plasma and astro     
     physics as well as at various places elsewhere.
  How much help can atomic theory provide ? -- Which tools are available ?

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl
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space missions
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& beyond

Demands from experiment
          – owing to new large-scale facilities & detector developments 
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Ion & electron spectra after inner-shell excitations
          – 1s-2p excitation of O-, recorded at PIPE

merge-beam

experiments

PIPE –  Photon-Ion spectrometer at PETRA III
(Hamburg)

 S. Schippers and coworkers, Gießen, Frankfurt, Hamburg collaboration (2015).

O- (1s2 2s2 2p5)  +  g  →  O-(1s 2s2 2p6  2S
1/2

)  →  O(m-1)+ (1s2 2l7-m)  + m e- 

Double & triple detachments by Auger electron

emission are energetically forbidden.

    → possible only due to shake-up

                  2s → 3s, 2p → 3p

S. Schippers et al, PRA 94 (2016)  052412.
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Established tools for atomic computations
-- including great physical insight & numerical expertise

              

  Clementi-Roetti:   Roothan-Hartree-Fock wave functions with optimized exponents.

  Cowan's HFX:       support & semi-empirical adjustment of level structures,                    
                                               transition probabilities & cross sections.

   ATSP:                   Breit-Pauli approximation, level energies & properties.

  Grasp/Ratip:          Large-scale computations of individual energies, rates, …

  FAC:                       Modelling and diagnostics of astro- &  plasma   processes.              
       Flexible Atomic Code 

  CI-MBPT:               Combines CI and MBPT methods for bound-state properties.

  ...

  “Home-made”:      Large No. of  tools for particular purposes.

                                   
                      →  huge number of applications in AMO physics, science & technology
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Most often, Fortran (or C, C++) codes    … quite technical & with 

little
 use of the underlying 'physics language' as developed in atomic theory;

difficult to extent towards new processes, coding is typically cumbersome.
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Jena Atomic Calculator (JAC)
-- A fresh approach to the computation of atoms, ... 

              

JAC ... Jena atomic calculator provides tools for performing atomic (structure) calculations at various 
degrees of complexity and sophistication. 

Interactive High-Level Language

JAC
Jena’s Atomic Calculator

A Julia implementation for 
atomic computations.

Open-source applications

in physics, science and

 technology.

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl
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Central questions to any new implementation:

 Is a common (and community) platform for atomic computations desirable ?

 How can we benefit from a good ‘core machinery’ ?

 How simple and user-friendly can it be made ?

 How to combine productivity & performance in developing such a platform ?
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Jena Atomic Calculator (JAC)
-- A fresh approach to the computation of atoms, ... 

              

JAC ... Jena atomic calculator provides tools for performing atomic (structure) calculations at various 
degrees of complexity and sophistication. 

What do we need in atomic structure and collision theory ?
 Design of a high-level language with data types close to atomic physics.

         Shell, Subshell, Configuration, Orbital, Basis, Level, Multiplet, Cascade, Pulse, …                 

  Implementation and comparison of different models & approximations.

  Simple to learn and apply.

     With  a simplified control; standard vs. advanced computations, complete active spaces; atomic cascades; …

  Simple access to graphical interfaces and representations.

  Support a coarse-grained decomposition of most computational steps.                                       

      A pseudo-code description should allow summarizing  the major problem.  

  Framework for implementing future code      … and for modelling (even more) complex processes.

  Open-source, readily extentable.       Encourage help, suggestions, requests &  improvements to the code.

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl
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Jena Atomic Calculator (JAC)
-- A fresh implementation in Julia 

              

JAC ... Jena atomic calculator provides tools for performing atomic (structure) calculations at various 
degrees of complexity and sophistication. 

What do we need in atomic structure and collision theory ?
 Design of a high-level language with data types close to atomic physics.

         Shell, Subshell, Configuration, Orbital, Basis, Level, Multiplet, Cascade, Pulse, …                 

  Implementation and comparison of different models & approximations.

  Simple to learn and apply.

     With  a simplified control; standard vs. advanced computations, complete active spaces; atomic cascades; …

  Simple access to graphical interfaces and representations.

  Support a coarse-grained decomposition of most computational steps.                                       

      A pseudo-code description should allow summarizing  the major problem.  

  Framework for implementing future code      … and for modelling (even more) complex processes.

 open-source, readily extentable.       Encourage help, suggestions, request &  improvements to the code.

Why Julia ?
  (Very) fast, high-level language (from MIT, since ∼ 2012).

  Combines productivity and performance.

  Multiple dispatch ... to distinguish generic code, still dynamic.

  Just in-time (JIT) compilation, fast loops.

  Rapid code development: no linkage; in-built benchmarking.

   Most code & macros are written in Julia.

   Extensive list of packages.

   No storage management, little declaration; type stability.

   Easy documentation, ...
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JAC ... Jena atomic calculator provides tools for performing atomic (structure) calculations at various 
degrees of complexity and sophistication. ... JAC also facilitates interactive computations, the 
simulation of atomic cascades, the time-evolution of statistical tensors as well as various semi-empirical 
estimates of atomic properties. In addition, the Jac module supports the graphical representation of level
energies, electron and photon spectra, radial orbitals and others.

Example:      Einstein A and B coefficients for the Fe X spectrum;                 

                             Fe9+   [Ne] 3s2 3p5 →  [Ne] 3s 3p6  +  3s2 3p4 3d

   > wa = Atomic.Computation("Fe X: Einstein",  NuclearModel(26.), …, 
                    [Configuration("[Ne] 3s^2 p^5")], …,
                    [Configuration("[Ne ] 3s 3p^6"), Configuration("[Ne] 3s^2 3p^4 3d") ], …,
                    Radiative, Radiative.Settings([E1, M2], [UseCoulomb, UseBabushkin], false, false, ...  )
   > perform(wa)

        ... in perform('computation: SCF', …)   
        Compute CI matrix of dimension 1 x 1 for the symmetry 1/2^+ ...   done.        
        Compute CI matrix of dimension 1 x 1 for the symmetry 3/2^+ ...   done.
        ...

GUI ? 

(graphical user interface)
GUI ? 

(graphical user interface)

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl
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simulation of atomic cascades, the time-evolution of statistical tensors as well as various semi-empirical 
estimates of atomic properties. In addition, the Jac module supports the graphical representation of level
energies, electron and photon spectra, radial orbitals and others.

Example:      Einstein A and B coefficients for the Fe X spectrum;                 

                             Fe9+   [Ne] 3s2 3p5 →  [Ne] 3s 3p6  +  3s2 3p4 3d

   > wa = Atomic.Computation("Fe X: Einstein",  NuclearModel(36.), …, 
                    [ConfigurationNR("[Ne] 3s^2 p^5")], ...
                    [ConfigurationNR("[Ne ] 3s 3p^6"), ConfigurationNR("[Ne] 3s^2 3p^4 3d") ], ...
                    RadiativeX, Radiative.Settings([M1], [UseCoulomb, UseBabushkin], false, false, ...  )
   > wb = perform(wa)

        ... in perform('computation: SCF', … done.
        Compute CI matrix of dimension 1 x 1 for the symmetry 1/2^+ ...   done.        
        Compute CI matrix of dimension 1 x 1 for the symmetry 3/2^+ ...   done.
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Jena Atomic Calculator (JAC)
-- currently supports seven types of computations 

              

JAC ... Jena atomic calculator provides tools for performing atomic (structure) calculations at various 
degrees of complexity and sophistication. ... JAC also facilitates interactive computations, the 
simulation of atomic cascades, the time-evolution of statistical tensors as well as various semi-empirical 
estimates of atomic properties. In addition, the Jac module supports the graphical representation of level
energies, electron and photon spectra, radial orbitals and others.

Types of computations:
   Atomic computations of amplitudes, properties and processes.                         

        … based on explicitly specified levels and/or electron configurations; many-electron amplitudes 
               from a given list of (level) properties and atomic processes.

   Restricted active-space computations (RAS).                                                      
        … systematic enlargement of the CSF basis due to virtual excitations from reference  conf.

   Interactive computations                                                                                          
        … making use of JAC's high-level atomic language.

   Simulation of atomic cascades following inner-shell excitations.

   Computation of atomic responses.

   Time evolution of statistical tensors in (intense) light pulses.

   Semi-empirical estimates of atomic properties, cross sections,  etc.                 
        … Lotz formula, asymptotic behaviour of cross sections, etc. 

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl
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Jena Atomic Calculator (JAC)
2 atomic (level) properties implemented 
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3  Atomic processes in JAC
– combining often (bound) levels with a different No. of electrons

There are many other atomic processes and related entities.

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl



  

Jena Atomic Calculator (JAC)
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JAC ... Jena atomic calculator provides tools for performing atomic (structure) calculations at various 
degrees of complexity and sophistication. ... JAC also facilitates interactive computations, the 
simulation of atomic cascades, the time-evolution of statistical tensors as well as various semi-empirical 
estimates of atomic properties. In addition, the Jac module supports the graphical representation of level
energies, electron and photon spectra, radial orbitals and others.

Types of computations:
   Atomic computations of properties and processes                                               

        … based on explicitly specified levels and/or electron configurations; many-electron ampltiudes 
               from a given list of (level) properties and atomic processes.

   Restricted active-space computations (RAS)                                                       
        … systematic enlargement of the CSF basis due to virtual excitations from reference  conf.

   Interactive computations                                                                                          
        … making use of the high-level atomic language

   Simulation of atomic cascades.

   Time evolution of statistical tensors in (intense) light pulses

   Semi-empirical estimates of atomic properties, cross sections,  etc.                 
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JAC as open-source
  Sizeable project: ~ 900 functions/methods, > 30,000 lines

  Improve inline and web documentation.

  Further tests & tutorials.

  Jac on git/Github:  https://www.github.com/fritzsche/JAC 

  Reference hopefully soon; extended manual & compendium.

  Welcomes support & collaboration.

  Incremental delivery; multiple approaches.
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E. Andersson et al, PRA 82 (2010) 043418.

Kr → Kr3+

Double Auger decay of 
3d-ionized krypton

  Coincidence on 3d photo electron        
       as first arrival electron.

  Six stripes arise from combination       
       of 3d hole states and the 4S, 2D          
       and 2P finals states of Kr3+ 4p−3 

  Dark spots refer to Auger lines.

4 Atomic cascades in JAC
– coincidence techniques using a magnetic bottle

Calculations are needed and helped identify new levels &
decay pathes in the sequential (auto-) ionization.
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Kr → Kr3+

Calculations helped identify new 
levels and decay pathes in the 
sequential (auto-) ionization.

Double Auger decay of 
3d-ionized krypton

  Coincidence on 3d photo electron        
       as first arrival electron.

  Six stripes arise from combination       
       of 3d hole states and the 4S, 2D          
       and 2P finals states of Kr3+ 4p−3 

  Dark spots refer to Auger lines.

Four approaches to deal with cascades: 
  Average singe-configuration approach (averageSCA).                          

      … 'common set of orbitals' for all ionization stage; 'configuration-averaged'  data throughout all  simulations           

  Singe-configuration approach (SCA).

     … all fine-structure transitions amplitudes are calculated explicitly; still simplified continuum.

  Multiple-configuration approach (MCA).

  Multiple-configuration-shake approach (shakeMCA)

     … incorporates e-e correlations by configuration mixing & shake-transitions.

Four approaches to deal with cascades: 
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      … 'common set of orbitals' for all ionization stage; 'configuration-averaged'  data throughout all  simulations           

  Singe-configuration approach (SCA).

     … all fine-structure transitions amplitudes are calculated explicitly; still simplified continuum.

  Multiple-configuration approach (MCA).
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4 Atomic cascades in JAC
– coincidence techniques using a magnetic bottle



  

Atomic processes
  Photon emission & transition probabilities
  Photoexcitation, ionization & recombinat.
  Auger emission & di-electr. recombination
  Rayleigh-Compton scattering
  Multiphoton (de-) excitation, ...

Interactive High-Level Language

JAC
Jena Atomic Calculator

A Julia implementation for 
atomic computations.

Open-source applications

in physics, science and

 technology.

Atomic properties
  Hyperfine splitting & representation
  Zeeman splitting; Lande factors
  Isotope shifts, atomic for factors
  Plasma shifts, α-variations
  Approximate Greens function, ...

Atomic cascades
  Average singe-configuration approach

  Multiple-configuration approach

  Incorporation of shake-up & shake-off

  Ion & electron distributions, ...

Atomic time-evolution
  Liouville equation for statistical tensors

        & atomic density matrices

  Atoms in intense light pulses

  Angle- & polarization-dependent

        observables

Atomic responses
  Field-induced processes & ionization

  High-harmonic generation

  Particle-impact processes

Semi-empirical estimate
  Weak-field ionization rates

  Stopping powers

  Plasma Stark broadening, ...

Summary and outlook
       

Collaboration & support:

  encourage contributions from the atomic physics community;

  Including both, incremental improvements and multiple approaches for algorithms 

     and modules

  PhD and “post-doc” positions with us available.

Collaboration & support:

  encourage contributions from the atomic physics community;

  Including both, incremental improvements and multiple approaches for algorithms 

     and modules

  PhD and “post-doc” positions with us available.

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl
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